Tailor Made in Italy

Your dream is our challenge.
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Introduction

For more than 50 years Cartubi has created custom-made
mega yachts. Custom means starting every project with a blank
page – building the dream of our Client – creating with our Client
the exclusive and unique character of his yacht and bringing
to life their dreams.

Your dream is our challenge.
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Philosophy and mission
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The passion for our profession
The professionality and devotion on our projects
The quality of our products and services
The ability to fulfil the desires of our Clients
The unmistakable mark of the “Made in Italy”
make us a unique and compact force.

Our continuous challenges focused on growth and research
are directed to the innovation of global ecology and climate,
innovative resources to achieve reduced impact, general
innovation, reduced atmospheric emission, reduced
consumption, higher performance, desalination systems
for potable water, sustainability and research, solar power,
certifications.

Facilities

The overall surface of 62.000 sq.m of which 15.000 sq.m
are covered areas and the capacity to house up to
10 yachts between 30m and 100m; makes Cartubi
the biggest shipyard in the northern Adriatic Sea and
an optimal base from which one can carry out charters
in the Adriatic and Mediterranean Sea.

From start to sea
From design to build
From conception to delivery
Problem solving
Advise on regulation
Information technology systems
Installing new engines
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Teamwork
To love yachts is to love the sea,
to love the sea is to respect the environment.
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Our value is represented by the constant effort of the workforce
whom have been part of Cartubi for many years; the results of
our projects are represented by the skills and professionality of
our team. We yearn for challenges because they make us grow
and improve.
One of our greatest strong-points is the high professionality
and knowledge of the team coupled with the perfected synergy
and size.
Contact person:
Alessandra Vitrani - Mauro Franco
Giuseppe Miscioscia - Silvano Viola
e-mail: yachtservice@cartubi.it
victorysy@cartubi.it

New Building
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We build “turnkey” the dreams of our Clients (creative,
engineering, procurement, construction and outfitting skills).
During the whole project our Project Manager is the point
of reference/contact between the Client and our skilled team
(from engineering to construction teams and to control every
process with maximum attention to quality and safety).
Our services:
- concept creation and prototyping
- budget and implementation time setup
- definition of all and every technical and construction detail.

Bringing dreams
to life

The making of a dream
1. Rendering
2. Construction
3. Assembling
4. Structure
5. Outfitting
6. Launching

This is our main goal: bringing your dreams to life, seamlessly
operating from concept to design, from construction to luxury fitting,
Your dream yacht awaits you here, at Victory.
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Interiors
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Refitting
and repair

Our services:
- technical management
- general operations
- procurement
- crew management
- insurance
- full-scale refits and conversions are carried out at our shipyard
in Italy, for example: hauling, ship launching, docking, carpentry,
metal and fiberglass work, steel and alloy repair, mechanical
repair on all types of engines and transmissions, installations
and maintenance of hydraulic electric and electronic systems,
anti-corrosion and anti-osmosis treatments, professional
painting, restyling and repairing of interiors
- maintenance concepts and schedules
- time and works schedules for servicing and inspections
- a spare parts database and internet support ensure swift
and trouble-free work.
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